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animals during the dry summer when other pasturage is especially diffi-
cult to find.
The Monsoon Type of Summer Rain and Winter Drought. Look
again at A420, and note the contrast between the two diagrams. When
the subtropical rainfall of Turkey is coming to an end in May, the mon-
soon rainfall of China is beginning. China gets its rain in the warm sea-
son when it is most needed. That iswhy the j^ulatiqn_is"lo""^Hse.
Since the rains fall on mountains aricf plains "alike, all the "land"that
is not too steep can be cultivated. There is little room for roads or
for cattle. The whole country is a vast patchwork of gardens. Wheat
andjaarlcy thrive bcstjjnjthenorth; millet^corn,Jpeans, and root crops
ts^and^turnips grow excellently every where; jjccJflourisEesjn
the south^ Millet anH rice "are"'the" staple foods in such a climate. They
ylel3j-oo^re^	This type of agriculture is
KigHIycharacteristic of monsoon regions and is another reason why they
are able to support so large a population.
Why Famines Occur in Regions of Seasonal Rainfall
In one respect subtropical and monsoon countries are alike. Both are
particularly liable to famines. To begin with monsoon countries, famines
are worst in China and in India. Long ago in the years 1344 and 1345
India~"experienced such a terrible famine that even the Mogul emperor is
reported to have been unable to obtain sufficient food for his huge house-
hold. As recently as 1877 five million people are said to have perished
from hunger in India, and almost ten million in northern China, while
in every recent decade millions of people have suffered. In both countries
drought is the cause of the most prolonged famines. Since practically
all the people are closely dependent upon agriculture, the prosperity of
both countries depends upon a short season of abundant rain in summer.
Every few years the rains are either scanty or come so late that the crops
cannot mature before the end of the growing season. Sometimes, too,
the delayed rains pour down in such a deluge that they flood the rice
fields too deeply and destroy the prospects of those seemingly fortunate
ones who have been able to start their crops by means of irrigation. Eke-
where the heavy rains gully the slopes and carry away the precious soil
that should raise the crops of future years. Disasters by flooding arc most
severe in China, while the failure of the rains has probably profoicedjjbe
worse effects in India.
"""Subtropical countries occasionally surfer from famines which would
be as bad as those of China and India if the population were equally
dense. Syria, for example,-has lost its people by the hundred thousand
on accountofdrought. Its famines arc caused by the failure of the rains

